OPTICAL NETWORK
SOLUTIONS

Optical Network Solutions position you for tomorrow
Make sure you choose the right options for your
fiber network today—and are prepared for what
your customers will demand tomorrow. Let CCI
Systems guide you to the right solution.
Expert, candid assessment
Our engineers help you evaluate your options,
whatever your goals: increasing bandwidth, adding
fiber, expanding geographical coverage. We assess
your current network, taking into account your
objectives, budget and other considerations, then
offer practical recommendations.
Cisco expertise
As a Cisco Systems Service Provider Technology
Partner, CCI offers specialized expertise in the
needs of service providers. You benefit immediately
from knowledgeable professionals who understand
your industry and your challenges, and who can
point you toward new opportunities.
Integration and flexibility
Work with our team to explore technologies from
multiple industry partners, such as next-generation
DWDM, Carrier Ethernet, SONET and more. We
integrate these with best-in-class core IP, video
and network solutions, using best-practice design
and implementation. You gain a highly functional,
flexible network.

Start-to-finish capabilities
Only CCI offers you true end-to-end service:
- Establishing objectives
- Creating a logical design that meets your
		 network requirements
- Integrating with your existing network,
		 accommodating any constraints
- Testing and hands-on training that starts
		 in the design phase
At every phase, our real-world experience smooths
the path of your project.
Vital assessments
Ensure your existing fiber can handle increased
data speeds with chromatic and polarization
mode dispersion present. CCI has the equipment
and expertise to test and identify any problem
areas in your network. You get comprehensive
documentation that gives you the foundation for
making good decisions. We can also document
your system as-built to ensure you make full use
of its capabilities.
Make one call—to CCI
We’ve been building fiber networks ever since
fiber was introduced in the broadband industry.
And we’re ready to help you with every aspect
of your optical network. Call today for details:
855-337-9299.
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